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Basic Environmental Spectroscopy

The earth and its life are intimately connected to the intensity and colours of the solar
light as it reaches the atmosphere, is transmitted and finally alrives at the suface of
the earth, Furthermore. in the envbonmental sciences measurements often rcsult in
a spectrum, which comprises the intensity of waves as a function of wavelength or
frequenci. In this chapter we discuss what every physicist should know about the solar
spectrum, which is the type of infomlation contained in it. As an example we discuss
the role of ozone in the upper atmosph€re. In Chapter 7 we will discuss in more detail
how to interFet spectral data and how to alraw conclusions

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE SOLAR SPECTRUM

Light reaching the earth ftom the sun is essential for life. The detailed balance between
the inflow and outflow of solar energy establishes the temperahrre of the eanh's surface.
The absorytion of solar light by the photosynthetic pigments drives a unique energy
conversion process ahat enables ptants, algae and a vanety of photosynthetic bacte.ia
to store solar energy into chemical free energy for later use.

The photosynthetic process has been tlle basis for all fossil fuels present on eanh and
provides mantind wiih food and shelter. The development of artificial photosynthesis
may be a way of coping with the energy cdsis in the long run. Figure 2 l shows the
solar emission specfium and how it overlaps with the absor?tion spectra of a variety
of pigments, which pla) a role in pholosynfiesis.

The solar light that arrives on the earth's sudace is composed of a wide range
of frequencies characteristic for (a) the ernitter, the sun, (b) specific elements at the
solar surface, and (c) the composition of the atmosphere, since the light is partly
absorbe.d by the earth's atmosphere. Similarly, liglt reflected by the atmosphere or by
the earth's suface and detected by a satellite contains infomation about their chemical

It is we known that the presence of ozone (O3) in the atmosphere protects the
earth from hamful solar UV radiation by lhe absorytion of all light wiih a wavelength
less than 295 nm. Decrease of the 03 layer will not only increase the amount of UV
light at a particulm wavelength but it will also allow the tansmission of increasingly
shorter wavelength radiation. This implies that important biomolecules such as DNA
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Fi9ure2.1 The solar spectrum as it reaches the top ot the atmosphere. lt overlaDs
with th€ absoption by the important pigments of a variety of photosy;thetic organis;s.
unroropnyn-€, the major pignent of high€r ptanrs, atgae and cyanobacteria, abs6rbs red
ano orue rrght, In combination with carotenoids (such as l_carolene) thev orovid€ olantswilh th€ir typicalgreen cotour. The major photosynthetic organisms bf th; wond o;€;ns,
me cy€nobacrena, absofb suntight by a specializsd pigment containing protein, thepnycoolsom€- wnrch conrains as major pigments phycoeMhrin (-1580 nm), phvcocvanin
(fbzu nm, and a ophycocyanin (-650 nm). A the tighl energy absorbed by lhe piq;ents
can De us€d ror photosynth€sis. Bacteriochlorophytt_€ and bacterjochloroDhvtFb are the
major-pigm€nls of two ctasses of photosyntheti; bactona aOsorling in tnl rieai i;iraieJpa|II or me soedrum

and proti'ins.. which were well prorecled against solar photons. rnay be iocreasingly
oamaged rn |ne tunrre.

_ Finally, the earth does not onty absorb and reflect light, but it is also a light emitter.
The emission is that of a black body at 288 K and therefore peaks far in the infrared
(Fig. 1.2). The eanh s energy balaDce is based on the emjssion and Dartial absorDtion
of this infrared lighr and any change in any of tiese processes may disrurb rhe balance.
Since CO2 shows few strong absorption bands for infrared ligha, its Fes€nce in th€
atrnosphere is of crucial importance in regulating the energy balance.

A11 the above-mentioned physical phenomena are intimately related to ihe fielal of
atomic and molecular specfos€opy. Why arc specific colouls of the lighr emitted or
absorbed by atoms and molecules? Can we quantiry the anount of abs;Ddon? Is an
absorption band narrow or wide and wbar does this imply? Can we quantify rhe changes
in the atmospheric transmission spectnrm due to changes in 03 and Cd2 concenia_
lion (or the presence of orher gases)? How do we quantitativety analyse the data
accumulated by satellites or by detection from the eadh's surface? Of a more fhnda_
mental nature are questions rclated to the solar energy conversion by photosynthesis
and the design of aftificial photosynthetic systems.

__ Since answering these questions r€qdres a basic undersranding of ibe interaction of
light with matter and some knowledge of the reminology of sipectroscopy we shall
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introduce the necessary concepts. For a morc quantitative treatise of mary of the
theories discussed in this chapter, we rcfer to somg general sowces on spectroscopy
[1-4] and to Chapter 7. We shall finish this chapter with a short discussion of the 03
problem as viewed from spectoscopy.

2.1.1 BLACK BODY RAAANON

A black body, by definition, abso$s all thermal mdiation faling on it; the body
absorbs ard emits electromagnetic mdration without favouring particular frequencies.
In fuslorder apFoximatlon the sun may be considered as a black body mdiating at
5800 K. The intensity a spectral properties of the light emitted by a black body
were originally described by the Stefan-Boltzlllann law and Wien's law (1894). The
Stefan-Boltzmann law formulates how the total energy emitted by a black body relates
to the temperature by
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where / would be the energy per unit area emitted per second by the black body through
a pinhole in its surface, I is the absolute temperatue and o is the Stefan-Boltzmanl
constant, which is independent of the material. With the numerical value given in
App€ndix C one finds that I cm2 of a black body at a temperature of 1000 K radiates
about 5.7 w.

Wien's displacement law shows how the maximum of the energy distriburion of
black body radiation depends on the temperature by

(2.2')

with the constant on the dght-hand side equal to 2.898 x 10-'mK- For instance, a
black body at 6000 K wil emit maximally at 500 nm.

In th€ beginning of the twentieth century Rayleigh attempted to calculate the spectral
distribution of a radiating black body ftom classical physical theory. His result, as
fomrulated by Jeans, is given by

--- Sitt'zkT
o u  = - -  1  a v (2.3t

where dU is the enegy density in the fiequ€ncy interval between ! and , + dv, ft is
the Boltzmann constant and . is the speed of light The energy distribution that this
law predicts is not realistic, as it leads to infinite energy density al high fiequencies
and is in total disage€ment with wi€n's displacement taw.

Planck solved the ploblem ir a historic contdbution to the em€rging quantum
mechanics freld by making the assumption that the energy of an oscillator of the
electrornagnetic field is not continuously variable, but is restricted to integal multiples
of the energy i!, where l'! is called a quantum of ercIgy aIId ft is Planck's constant.
Thus, Planck arived at the PlaDck energy distribution:

I(r, = ora
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In dle limit v --) 0, eq. (2.4) leads to the Rayleigh-Jeans law (2.3), while for u --' co
we obtain Men's law (2.2). Note that eq. (2.4) refen to an energy density. Usually one
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is more interested in the emitted ene4y I, dv passing a m2 per second with frequencies
between u and y + dr. This quantit is found fiom eqs. (2.3) or (2.4) by mulriptication
with c/4. The energy flux Ir alE is the energy berwe€n t : h| and E +M: hr +
d(iru), which passes a m'?per second (in Jrn 2s r). It is found as IE = 1,/,:

The firnction 1, has dimensions m-2 s-r and is shown in Fie. 4.30. When we divide
by /,v we ger the photoD 8ux ru.df. which is fie numb€r ofthoLons (in m-2 s-r, wilh
energies between E aDd E + dE.

2.1.2 THE EMISSION SPECTRUM OF THE SUN

Figue 2.2 shows lhe emission spectrum of the sun, both measured outside fhe eafih,s
atmosphere and measurcd at the earth's suface. In addition, rhe spectral shape for
black body radiarioo. as given by eq. (2.4) at a remperature of 59OO K is shown. 'Ite

dotted arcas in Fig.2.2 itrdicate the specific contributions of the atrnospheric gases
to the absorption of solar radiation. We note the contribution of 03 !o the absorption
of uV ligbr beLween 0.2 pm and O.l pm. $e sFong absorpdon of H)O in rhe near
inftarcd and the strong infrared transitions of CO2.

Figur€ 2.3a shows the transmission curve of the atmosphere measured over a hori-
zontal distance of 1.8 kjn at sea level which is equivalent to the vefiical atmosDhere
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Figure 2.2 Sp6ct.al distribution of incident sotar radiation outside the atmosohers and
at sea lerel Major absorption bands of some ot the important atmospheric gases are
inclicated. (Reproduced by permission of Mceraw-Hi trom [S], Fig. 16.l. The emission
curve of a black body at 5900 K is shown for comparison, with its peak adiusted to fit the
actual curye at tho too of the atmosohere
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(it has the same optical density, to be introduced in eq. (2.30)). Note rhe many ard
strong co ributions of H2O and 02 extending far ifto the iniiared with the complete
culoff of IR radiation by COt for I > 14 pm. Thb latter aspect is futher emphasized
by ih€ spectra of some of the individual ahospheric gases sho*n in Fig. 2.3b.

These spectla clearly demonstrate that the spectral distribution and intensity of
suilight reaching the earth's sudace are to a large extent determined by the absorption
and light scattering prcperties of the earth's atrnosphere. Similarly, lhe amount of lght
abso$ed by the earth's surface in a certain frequency interval is derermined by lhe
distribution and spertral properties of the pigments of the vegetation and the scatt€ring
properties of the sudace.

To obtain a basic understandilg of these phenomena we shall pmceed to discuss
the intemction of light wiih matter and overview the spectral properties of atoms and
molecules in Section 2.2.

2.2 INTERACTION OF LIGHT WITH MATTER
When light impinges on a medium containing a variety of atoms anal/or molecules a
number of processes may occur. First of all, due !o the intemction between the elec-
tromagnetic wave and the malter, energy may be absorbed or released. We will derive
fte equations goveming the Plocess, which lead to the well-known Einstein coeffi-
cients. Then we introduce the concept of optical density of a medium in connection
with Lambefl-Be€fs law. Finally, we apply these concepts to the ozone layer in the
atmosphere.

2.2.1 THE TRANSINON ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT

Conside. an atomic or molecular system with discrete energy levels ,Er and wave
functions V;, which are the unpdturbed solutions of the time-irdeperdent Sckiidinger
equation of the system [81

Ho\Yl: Ek\4 (2.6)
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with Ito the Hamiltonian that descdbes the system. By switching on fight with
frcquency @ we introduce a perturbation Hl (r), which starts to mix the eigenfunctions
Vi. After some time r the system will be found in a state {, (r), which is now a solution
of the time-dependent Schijdinger equation
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For a complete set of eigenirnctions tll the time-dependent wavefirnction V(r) can be
exp.€ssed as

vO =Dck(o'qe-tEt/h

Insertion of this expression into eq. (2.7) yields a set of equations for the time deriva-
tives of the coefficients ct (t), given by

dcr(r) _ 
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Takiq q as the initial state, at t: O we have cr(O): I and .*(O): O(V& + 1).
This allows us to integate eq. (2.9) for a time sufficie ly short that cr(t) ! o(Vk + 1)
and cl (t) - I , which yields

(2.r0)

The probabfity of finding the atomic or molecular system in the excited slale k,
thereby having absorbed a quantum t(,{r ftom the light beam. is given by lc((l)12.
Equation (2.10) shows rhat ld*(t) 2 is directly related to the quantity l(tlHrll)l'. To
obtain a usefirl exprcssion for the transition Fobability we have to find the form of
the pertubation FIt (t).

An electromagnetic light wave is described by ill-phase oscillatillg, perpendicular
el€ctric (E(t)) and magnetic (B(r) fields, that both obey a scalar wave equation,
pmvided that the velocity of the electromagnetic w a\e is u : (ep\ r/2. For a lineady
polarized wave the electdc freld is given by: E(t): Facos@r, wherc we have
assumed that olrI atom/molecule is in the origin of the coordinate system and lhat the
atomic/molecular dimensions are much smaler than the wavelength ),. The response
of the atorn/molecule will be dominated by the hteraction of the electric field with
the electlomc charge distribution. For electrically neutral moleculevatons the leading
term is lhe electric diDol€ and thus

"r1t1 
: -L 

!o'e'*,tgarttat

(2 .1r )

where the electric dipole op€mtor F :Di4;ri, in which the sum is taken over all
electroric charges qi at positions ri.

Substitution of eq. (2.11) into eq. (2.10), writing cos ro,' as rhe sum of two expo-
nentials. performing the integlation and calcuLating the probabiliiy Prrr) : .*r) 2 tiat
the svstem is in the state k at time t vields

Pkrl):; &tptr)tz
Eol '?cosrdsin' ]  i (dn -  o),

(an - a)2
(2.t2)

H t(t) = -tt . E(t)

where we have assumed that the frequercy ofthe light is clos€ to the resonant fre4uency
of the transition I --' t, and with d the angle betwe€n the vectors p and Eo.

In eq. (2.12) we s€e ftat the quantity

lp*rl, : l(&lpll)1, (2.r3)

determines the probability Pr(t): ih€ larger lp*tlz, the larger P*(r) and the stronger the
transition 1 + k in the absorption spectrum. The quantity p*t is called the rrarririon
dipole moment. Note t'd't the mte of lighl absorption due to the transition I --] & also
depends on the orientatior of prl relative ro rhe electric field vector Fa by the telm
cos2 9. For isotropic solutions or gases we will have !o average over all possible orienta-
tions of p*t relative to E0. For an ordered system eq. (2.12) leads !o polarization €fie.ts.

The fansition probability Pr(t) as expressed in eq. (2.12) shows a rnarked ftequency
dependence, which in addition depends on time. Intuitively we would like to associate
the absorption of light energy to a 'rate' (a numbet of eveflts per second) and this
requnes that the probability Pe (/) is a linear function of the time r. A closer inspection
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of eq- (2.12) shows that as time proceeds rhe funcrion p*(r) becornes sharply peaked
around o = rrh. If we further realize that in a normal spectroscopic experiment the
incident light is far fron monoclxomatic, il is more appropriare to sum eq. (2.12) over
a band of frequencies. This directly leads to the rate of popularion of level i:

tNl
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= 

t;F tLkt'w(a) = Bftw(a\ (2.14)

where W((r) represents the (time-averaged) energy density of the incident etectromag-
netic field at freqDency.r. Note that we have averaged eq. (2.12) over all possibl€
orientations of E0 relative O p[r, which in three-dimensional space gives a facror t/3
as lhe average over cos'd.

The quantity Brr : 7r t n '?/3sot'z is known as rhe Einstein coefficienr for absorp
tion and is directly related to the extincrion coefficient measured in an absorDtion

2.2.2 THE EINSTEIN COEFFICIENTS

In this section we will derive a simple relarion berween the rat€s of absorption,
stimulated emission and spontaneous emission in an aromic or molecular system,
schematically depicted in Fig- 2-4. For simplicity we assume thar rwo energy levels
exist, E]r and t2, populated by l/1 and N2 atoms or molecules respecrively. Three
possible radiative processes which connect levels I and 2 are indicated. Absorption
and stimulated emission only occur wirh the lighr on and rheir rates (2.i4) arc sunxna-
nzed by BnW(a) and A2rW(.r) respeclively, in which Br2 is the Einsrein coefficient
for absorplion and 821 the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission. We define Ar1
as the Einstein coefficient for spontareous emission from level 2 ro level I which may
also occur in the dark.

For the rate of population of level I we have

d1{,
dt 

= B:trWNr + B2]WN1+ A2rN1

Assuming a sleady srate, i.e. r'rldr = 0, it direcrly follows thar

(2 .  i 5 )

(2.16)
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Figure 2.4 Thethree basjc radiative processes. Indicated areihe Einstein coefficients and
the transition rates for two levels with energies 6 and F, respectivety and occupation Nl

---
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If we now take the situation that there is no extemal radiation field arld that the system
is in lhennal equilibriun aL a temperanm 7. rhen the ratjo NllN, follows from $e
Boltznann distribution bet\reen $ates of different €n€rcies

\ : e*n,

UDder these conditions the energy density ftequercy distribution is given by plaDck,s
mdiation law (2.4), in which it has already be€n averaged over polarizations. If we
change (2.4) to the variable a) and ke€p ir mind that the density differs by a factor 22,
betause of d@ = 2rrd) we find:

(2.r7)

h") I
W @ ) : - : -

nrcr eha/rr _ |

Since (2.18) should be identical ro (2.16) ir fonows from eq. (2.1?) that

Bn = Ezt

At fuD3
B\ n2c3

Frcm eq. (2.14) we deduce Bt2 and we obtain

a ; ,
azr : ;-----:-lFrrl"

(2.18)

(2.r9)
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Q.I6t

The importarce of this result is that the same quantity lp2tlz detemines the mtes of
all radiative processes and consequently common sel€ction rules apply to them.

2.2.3 LAM B ERT- BEEP'S IAW

The microscopic quantities p2r, BD, 821 and A^ are connected to the macroscopic
phenomenor of absorption by Lamb€n-Beer's law. \&r€n a beam of light pass€s
through a sanple of material, the light beam is usually absorbed, but sometimes ampli-
6ed {jD a laserl. Absorptjon dominares when most of rhe aloms/molecules are jo rheir
ground states (Nt >> lr'r) and when the htensity of the light b€am is weal<. In tllat
case the rate equation (2.15) for transitions between states I and 2 is given by

*:-BoNN(a)+Azrr'tz
Herc BDNTIV is the mte at which light energy is removed from the incident light
beam. Irt fte light beam b€ propagat€d along the z axis. Since the b€am is attenuat€d
its eneryy W wi be a function of a. Consider now a small slice of thickness dz and
surface a as iuustrated in Fig. 2.5. The anounr of beam energy in fhis slice in the
frequency inte al a) and @ + &, is given by W d,) a dz. It then folows from energy
consefvation that the rar€ of decrease of the beam energy equals the rate at which rhe
light energy is remov€d fiom the beam by absorption. We find

A W  4 A '

; 
d@adz = N tB Dw tt',\hu,; F@ d0) Q.23)
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Thus, fiom a simple integmtion of the measuable (!) absorption coeificient l( ovel
the absorption line, we obtain the Einstein coefficient for absorption (aDd consequendy
the two other Ernstein coeffrcients). Morcover, since we have rclated Bn to lp2rlz
(eq. (2.14)) tlrc quantity lp21l2 is calculat€d directly.

It is common pmctice to use, instead of eq. (2.27), the following expr$sion for the
dependence of I on passage throtrgh a material with pathlength l:

I ( l ) = 1 ( 0 ) x 1 0 - o D

where the optical density OD is defined as

OD : elc

(2.30]

Q.31)

Here, e is the molar extirction coefficient (usually exprcssed in dm3mol-rcm-r),
I the pathlength (usualy in cm) and C the concentration of the sample (usually
expressed in moldm-3). For exampl€, in a leaf chloroPhyl 4 has in its absorption
maximum at 680 nm an extinction coefficient of 105 dm3 mol-l cm I . The cliloro_
phyll concentration in a l€af is about 10 3 moldrn-3 and the Pathlength for light
passing tbrcugh a leaf is about 0.02 cm. Thus the OD of a single leaf at 680 Dm is
OD : ld x l0-3 x 2 x l0-2 :2. Thus, the reduction in intensity of 680 nm ftght
upon passage tbrough a leaf is about a factor 100. As a consequence no r€d light is
detected below the outer aray of leaves of a uee.

It is not ahfncult to rclate eqs. (2.30) and (2.31) to the €xF€ssions for K and Br2
and we fnally find for lp2rL':

1qnl2:1.0t x ro41 
I 

!da (2.32')

where lpr2 2 is obtaircd in (Cm)'z and a[ the other coDstants have been replaced by
their numerical values with the index ofreftactionrl : 1.

Retuming to eqs. (2.30) and (2.31), we can relate drc extinction coefficient e to the
absorption cross-section of a siflgle molecule, o, glven by

o : nlP Q.33)

with r the radius of the molecule in cm and P the Fobability that a photon is absorbed
upon the passage through the surface zr2. Then

oNAl0-3 t2PN el0-3
2303 2.303

in which Iy'A is Avogadm's number. One may deduce this equation by using the
technique of Fig. 4.39 with eqs. (4.240) and (4.241).

2.3 BTOMOLECULES, OZONE AND UV LIGHT

In this section we wil briefly discuss the absorption of lighi in the UV region by
biological molecules, such as proteins ard nucleic acids. Since both the ainouDt and

: the spertral composition of uV light incide on ea$h is totally determined by the
' ozoDe present in the afircspberc, we shall sumnadze processes that lead to the building
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up and destruction of the ozoDe 1ay€r and show ihat small variations in ozone concen_trabons may lead ro d&maiic biotogicat effecls. These effecls are largety relaFd to ;;b'gnry non{rnear propenies of Lamben_Beeis taw {eqs. (2.30r and i2.j L)), where Lheconcentration c appears in the exponent.

2.3.1 THE SPECTROSCOPY OF BIOMOLECULES

Figure 2.6 shows rhe solar emjssioo specnum below 140 nm at $e earth.s surface
ll 

.91?*u:", wjth rhe absorpdon specrrum of two imponanr biomotecutes: DNA,
me,calrrer. ot the generic code and d-crlsrallin. rhe major prorejn ol the mammalian
e]eren\, lhe absorprjoo of tigbL by Lhese biotogical molecules is essentiauy zero inlne regon Jz{l < .r, < 400 nm. whjch is caled tbe near_Uv or UV_A. intense in theregion 200 290 nm, which is caled the far_Uv or UV-C una onfy ovofaps ,ri*r tfr"solar spectrum in the wavetengrh regioo 290 < ). < .}20, rhe rnid_Uv or t V.B.

rbe absorpdon of DNA is due ro $e aromatic DNA bases guanine. thlmjne,cyrosine and adenine and it peaks al abouL 260 nrn. wirh a .*imurn exto.ion oiF:ru-dm mol- i cm - ' fe r pressed per mole of base r. The electronic transirjons whichcontflbute to lie absorpdon in $e range 220_290 nn' are predominandy orienred inthe plane of the DNA bate.
The absorplion of proreins LI(e d-crysrattin in fie waveleng$ region 250_100 nm ism:unry due ro the aromarjc amino acids Fyprophan and ryrosine and iL peak\ at abourr6u nm. For a protein wilh a number of nrc iryptophan amino acids and a number

ol ,ryR lyrosrne amino acids tbe exijncrion at 280 nm is civer bv

ezm: rrn 5600I nrnl100 dm3 mol rcm I (2.3s)
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For a typical biological cell th€ total absorption of solar UV due to proteins would be
about 10% of the absorption of nucleic acids.

Often proteins carry additioml cofactors which allow proteins to carry out their
specific tasks. For instance, in haemoglobin the haem group, a porphlTin molecule, is
attached to the protein in a haem protein complex which is active in oxygen bhding
of blood. ln those cases the absorption extends into the near-Uv, visible and sometimes
near-infrarcd region of the specfum. Although in several cases the absor?1ion of light
in this waveleng6 range is cmcial for the biological function (photosynthesis, vision)
and high illumination might induc€ damage we shall not further discuss it here.

2.3.2 SOLAR UV AND LIFE

The interaction of solar UV with biological cells may lead to severe damage of the
genetic material (muiagenesis) or cell killing. In more conplex, multicelular organisms
exposure to solar tIV may lead to damage of cnrcial parts of the organism and, in the
case of humans, to skin cancer.

It is by now we[-documented that in particular the light absorbing parts of the
DNA, called the cfuomophores, forrn the pdrne target in the process that leads to
photodamage. Figure 2.7 shows the action specEum E(),), which is tlle damage done by
a unit of irradiation of a certain wavelength, for the production of erythyna Gunbum)
in human skin. It also shows the UV tail 1(r.) of the solar spectrum. The damage done
at wavelength I is therefore given by the product E(l)I(l). It Inay be noted that the
emciency E(l) of producing erythyma increases by four to five orders of magnitude
between 350 and 280 nm, precisely in the rcgion where the solar tlv spectrwn on
earth collapses,

100

10r

320 340 380

: 1 0 _ 2

.: 
'0"

6 to*

106

1o-6

wavelenslh/(nm)

Figure 2,7 Erythema (sunburn) action spectrum, plotted together with the solar spectrum
and the resultant 'solar eMhemal effectiveness' (which islhe productF(I)/(l) in eq. (2.36)).
Note the logarlthmic ordinate. {Reproduced by permission of Plenum Press from [9],
Fig.8.4, p.  119)
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The action spe€trum must be largely ascribed to the dire€t absorption of solar UV by
DNA. Although for ), > 320 tuD the action spectrum in Fig. 2.7 tends to be higher lhan
the DNA absorytion in Fig. 2.6 implying that there are more absorbers, the primary
target is probably still DNA. Similarly, studies on cellular cultures where cell survival
on cell mutagenesis was measured have identified the chromophores of DNA as the
primary target molecules. The major product of phoron absorytion h DNA is the
pyrimidine dimer, a covalent structue involving two th).rnine molecules or a q,tosine-
thymine pair. Its presence in DNA has rnajor destructive effectl on the reading and
tmnslation of the gen€tic code,

The damage D done to a biological system by solar UV can be calculated ftom the
action sp€ctrum E(;.) by

n = 
lo' ut vqxya;"

Bto

Q.36)

Since E(r,) is a flrnction with a large negative slope and /(L) a ftrncrion wilh a targe
positive slope, even a minor change in 1().) may lead to major changes in D.

2.3.3 THE OZONE FILTEP

Ozorc (O3) forms a thin layer in the stratosphere, with a maximum concentration
between 20 and 26 kD above the earth's surface (cf. Fig. 3.7). The atrnospheric ozone
absorbs essentially all the radiation below a wavelength of 295 nm, due to a srrong
optical transitior at about 255 nm, which extends into the mid-Uv rcgion. Figue 2.8
shows the absorption spectrum of ozone between wavelengths of 240 and 300 nm. At
the maximum (255 nm) the absorption cross-section is abour 10 17 cm2, it is about
half-maximum at 2?5 nm and has deoeased to about 107, of its maximum value at
290 nm. That ozone forms a very thin shield indeed is Fobably besr demonstrated by
the fact that the amount of 03 in the arnosphere conesponds to a layer of 0.3 cm at
sLandard temperature and pressure.

Ozone is constantly formed in the upper layer of rhe atmosphere through the combi-
nation of molecular oxygen (O2) and atomic oxygen (O). The latter is fomed tkough
the photodissociation of 02 in the 100 km region by light of wavelen$hs shorter thar
1?5 nm. Sunlight excites the electsonic transiiion between the triplet ground state of
O, (3 t;) and a tripler excited state (3 t;). Once excited, the 02 motecute may disso-
ciale rnro_ rwo oxygeD atoms: one io lhe ground stale O (\P, and one in the excired
srare O {rDr. Tbe lafler is 2 ev above rbe ground srate. A\ a consequence of |Jlese
processes, the suilight with I < 175 Dm is rotally extinguished above the stratosphere.

Once formed. abmic oxygen anaches to 02 to lorm Or. The efficienc] ;f Ol
fofintion by UV light is sensirive to a Iarge number of facto6, amongst which are
the availability of 02, changes in stratospheric temperature, chemicals and dust from
volcadc eruptions.

Most of the ozone is pmduced above the equarot where the amount of incident solar
UV light is maximal. Ozone formed at these latirudes then diffrrses rowards the Doles.
wherc it is accumulated . The effeaive fiickness ot the ozone layer may inirease
fmm < 0.3 cm at the equator to > 0.4 cm above the pole at the end of winter. The
ozone concentration displays significatt daily and seasonal fluctuations and tends to
be highest in late winter and early spring.
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Fioure 2.9 Breakdown of ozone to molecularoxygen by m€ans ol the free radicals CI NO

ll"Jbli'in*iJJ"ii; rv permission of Green;;od Prlblishins' w€stport cr from J11l
Fig.9.2, P 145)

Ozone is pernanently being forme'l an'l broken down in the stratosphere and only

a verv smalt fraction oi rne formed ozone escapes down Io ihe rroposphere- There are

basic;Uy lwo parhwals for lhe destruction ol o/one and lhe relormauon or u7:

O * Oz -"+ 2Oz

O s * O r + 3 O z

(2.3'.7)

(2.38)

These reactions are the net result of a complex sei of teactions catalysed by vadous

"".* 
*a ."d""fr. W" m€ntion explicitly itomic chlorine Cl' niEic oxide NO and

f**}*; :t t'iHxiil',"Ji,:T'lt'l""l",lf,' tii".!i -T"li';'3.1.
r"*:{;'*, ;.*'r a ?,HI i'"i.'ff.::T'#.'::ffi ': H f #f ',1"#
t'T'.l 

1l,i':f:""L1t"Sit::l;, "" 
produced? rhe oH radicar is a product

of rhe breakdown ot H2O vapour. for instance produced in the exnaust ot cupersonlc

250 260 270 2AO



aeroplanes. Although part of rhe Ct radjcalvorc;noes, rhe -.,i, ;p"t "i ci ;il::;fflrf;"tlTiJ'":i.ff 'ji:".:f,r..?
carbons (CFCS), which are used as foam-blo\

r*; *;mli:ir*,[,ti!:'J,T',':r,f:::.::i,ffi ]i{r!l!:i:Hi
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EXERCISES

Wavelenglh{nm)

Figure 2.11 UV intensity at lhe earth's surface for vadous effective thicknesses of the
ozone fayer. One obseNes A = 0.273 atmcm, B = 0.319 atm cm and C = 0.388 atm cm,
all in the ;bar slry and converted to a fictitious pressure of 1 atm (1 05 Pa). W€ corected an
obvious mispint in the original paper as to the vertic€l scale. {Reproduced with permission
of Elsevierfrom [14, Fig. 1, p.515)

the UV light is in fact a stong fuction of ih€ ozone corcentration is best illustsated
by Fig. 2.11, where lhe Lradiarce at ground level has been measued at tbree alifferent
ozone concentralons.

Predictions from models for the aturospheric ozone Foduction and breakdown indi-
cate a stratospheric ozone depletion ranging ftom 5-2O% drre to CFC and N2O
production. From r€sults as presented irl Figs. 2.6 and 2.8 one may predict that a
10% ozone depletion will result in a 45% increase in damage ftom UV-B radiation
These alaming numbers illustrate the necessity to monitor accurately the structure of
the ozone layer and to quantilf the effects of increas€d try on fivirlg oryanisms.

Exercises

2.1 Show thar eq. (2.4) leads to eq. (2.3) for l, + 0 and to Wien's displacement law
(2.2) for u --' oo. Check the value of the constant in eq. (2.2)-

2.2 Calculate the ftequency distributions given by eq. (2.4) for ? : 6000, 2000, 800
and 300 K.

2.3 Calculat€ the total radiation energy per se€ond emitted by the sun from eq. (2.1).
Ta.ke the radius ol the suo as 6.96 \ 103 m. Compare wilh $e data given iD
Section 1.2 (b).

2.4 Reproduce lhe calculation leading to eq. (2.32). Note that for the extinction 3 one
has to use the measurcd dimensions in the integal and work out the Sl dimensions
in which the left-hand side is expressed.

2.5 Wric down the usual definition of cross-s€ction and check eq. (2.33).
2.6 Reproduce €q. (2.34) being careful in sticking to the units defined in Section 2.2.3.

Conclude that in the official SI units eq. (2.34) would have contained some othel
powers of 10. Also, derive eq. (2.34) by sticking to the same, possibly unspecified
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uoits everywhere. Find $al any po$er of t0 djsappears. Appty rhe new equation
wilh r in cm aDd find lhaL rhe tactor t0-. appears in order io nnd ttle amensions
of e agre€d underneath eq. (2.31).

2.7 Consider the ozone filler at a wavelength of 255 tun. Calculate rhe oDtical densitv
OD for a palh leng$ of 0.1 cm as described and use eq. r2.3t; to calcutate rhe
reduction of intensity over the path. Conclude thar the remaining intensity is negli_
gible.

2.8 From Figs. 2.6 and 2.8 esrimate that a 10% ozone depletion may rcsult in approx-
imately a 45Ea increase in damage ftom UV_B radiation. Note that the solar
specfium of Fig. 2.6 moves upward with the effect that the left-hand cut off of
ttre spectrum moves to the left. Therefore one haj to add two effects, both of the
same oder of magnitude: change in the boundaries of the integral and change of
the integrand.

2.9 The emission specrrum of a black body is usually almwn as a function of wav€_
lengd J, (Figs. 1.2 and 2.2). For comparison draw fte phoron flux tr'E from
eq. (2.5) as a function of E in eV and also rhe ene.gy flux Er'y'E. Inalicate the
visible region. Notice rhar the peals appear in the nearinfiarea 6ig. +.:O;.
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